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Tech Entrepreneur Michael Koch Announces the Formation of the QSR AI
Research Lab to Drive Machine Learning Advancement in the Restaurant
Industry

Michael Koch is Co-Founder & CEO of HubKonnect and Chairman of Koch Global Ventures

NEW YORK (PRWEB) March 15, 2018 -- Michael Koch today announced the creation of QSR AI Lab. A
nonprofit that will focus on building and implementing continuous learning algorithms to solve the most
pressing Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) business needs across Marketing, Supply Chain, Operations, Human
Resources, and Equipment.

The Lab will accelerate QSR machine learning algorithm adoption, not only through research but by building
and applying them to real business problems identified by top industry executives.

Michael Koch, the elected Chairman of the QSR AI Lab states, “This group will use AI to bring the restaurant
industry real-world, tangible solutions. Our focus will be on utilizing AI to optimize supply chain, grow sales
and transactions, enhance the customer experience and recruit ideal talent for the right positions.”

“The goal is to build smarter QSR and restaurant organizations that will lead to a new era of enhanced
efficiency and experience,” Koch stated.

The AI QSR Lab has already made revolutionary strides in marketing algorithms with the launch of
HubKonnect, a continuously learning platform that creates customized Local Store Marketing plans for QSR
franchise locations utilizing AI.

The QSR AI Lab will begin to invite top QSR executives in 2018 to meet, discuss, and optimize the specific
business areas through continuous learning algorithms that are created in the Lab.

For more information visit http://QSRAILab.com

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/QSR-AI-Lab-165846580730096/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/QSR_AI_Lab
Crunchbase: https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/qsr-ai-lab
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Contact Information
Kelly Jones
HubKonnect
+1 (312) 259-3016

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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